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Highlights

• The notion of strictly optimal decision tree is introduced.

• Results of decision tree optimization are clarified based on this notion.

• The optimization technique is extended to the case of inhibitory trees.

• Tools for the study of totally optimal trees are created.

• The existence of totally optimal trees is proven for many decision tables.
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Multi-stage optimization of decision and inhibitory trees

for decision tables with many-valued decisions

Mohammad Azad∗∗, Mikhail Moshkov∗

Computer, Electrical and Mathematical Science and Engineering Division,
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, Thuwal 23955-6900, Saudi Arabia

Abstract

We study problems of optimization of decision and inhibitory trees for deci-
sion tables with many-valued decisions. As cost functions, we consider depth,
average depth, number of nodes, and number of terminal/nonterminal nodes
in trees. Decision tables with many-valued decisions (multi-label decision ta-
bles) are often more accurate models for real-life data sets than usual decision
tables with single-valued decisions. Inhibitory trees can sometimes capture
more information from decision tables than decision trees. In this paper,
we create dynamic programming algorithms for multi-stage optimization of
trees relative to a sequence of cost functions. We apply these algorithms to
prove the existence of totally optimal (simultaneously optimal relative to a
number of cost functions) decision and inhibitory trees for some modified
decision tables from the UCI Machine Learning Repository.

Keywords: Multiple criteria analysis, Dynamic programming, Decision
trees, Inhibitory trees, Totally optimal trees.

1. Introduction

This paper is devoted to the optimization of decision and inhibitory trees
for decision tables with many-valued decisions. In usual decision tables, a
single decision is associated with each observation (row). However, situations
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in which a set of decisions is associated with each row are possible. Such ta-
bles (multi-label decision tables) have been used in semantic annotation of
images (Boutell et al., 2004), categorization of emotions from music (Wiec-
zorkowska et al., 2005), functional genomics (Blockeel et al., 2006), and text
categorization (Zhou et al., 2005). These tables are appropriate models in
combinatorial optimization problems, such as finding a Hamiltonian circuit
with the minimum length in the traveling salesman problem or finding the
nearest post office in the post office problem, in the diagnostics of faults in
circuits, etc. (Moshkov & Zielosko, 2011). In these examples, objects can
have more than one decision: text can belong to different categories, new
customer can have more than one nearest post office, etc.

Similar tables (inconsistent decision tables containing equal rows labeled
with different decisions) are studied in rough set theory (Pawlak, 1997, 1992;
Slowinski, 1992; Pawlak & Slowinski, 1994). In this case, for each object, we
know a set of decisions to which the decision belongs, but we do not have
enough information to recognize the decision.

We use the terminology of decision tables with many-valued decisions
to handle both multi-label decision tables and inconsistent decision tables.
For a decision table with many-valued decisions, we consider the following
interpretation: for a given row, we should find a decision from the set of
decisions attached to the row. This means that during the construction of a
decision tree, we have to stop partitioning of a subtable when there exists a
decision that belongs to all sets of decisions attached to rows of this subtable.

The considered interpretation is different from the generalized decision
(Pawlak, 1992; Slowinski, 1992; Dembczynski et al., 2006, 2007) studied in
rough set theory, where we should recognize the whole set of decisions at-
tached to the row. However, our interpretation makes sense for both multi-
label and inconsistent decision tables. For example, if we consider a decision
table corresponding to an optimization problem, the choice of an arbitrary
decision from the set attached to the row means that we would like to return
not all optimal decisions but only one. In the case of inconsistent decision
tables, for a given object, we return the decision for this object or the deci-
sion for an object indistinguishable from the given one. Our previous experi-
ments (Azad & Moshkov, 2015, 2016, 2014d; Azad et al., 2013, 2015b) showed
that decision trees constructed in this framework often have less complexity
than decision trees built in the framework of generalized decision.

Decision trees are used as algorithms to solve problems given by decision
tables and to represent knowledge from decision tables (in this paper, we
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do not consider decision trees as classifiers). Depending on the goal, we
should either minimize the time complexity of decision trees (depth or average
depth), the space complexity of decision trees (number of nodes or number of
terminal/nonterminal nodes), or both. It is well known that the considered
problems are NP-hard (see, for example, (Hyafil & Rivest, 1976; Moshkov
& Zielosko, 2011; Chikalov et al., 2016)). However, it is possible to use
dynamic programming for optimization of decision trees for medium-sized
decision tables (Garey, 1972; Azad & Moshkov, 2014a,b,c). The aim of these
just cited papers was to find an optimal decision tree.

The optimization technique considered here allows us not only to find an
optimal tree but also to describe the set of all optimal trees or its subset
by a directed acyclic graph. As a result, we can continue the process of
optimization relative to another cost function. If we have a number of criteria
(cost functions) ordered from the most important to the least important, we
can make multi-stage optimization relative to the considered sequence of cost
functions. For example, if the average depth is the most important for us and
the number of nodes is not quit as important, then we can first describe the
set of all decision trees with the minimum average depth and, among these
trees, we can describe all that have minimum number of nodes. To the best
of our knowledge, no similar techniques have been described earlier. The
standard way in such a situation is to optimize trees relative to a new cost
function depending on the considered cost functions, for example, their linear
combination. However, this way cannot guarantee that the constructed tree
will have a minimum average depth.

The multi-stage optimization approach was created for usual decision
tables by (Moshkov & Chikalov, 2004; Alkhalid et al., 2013). The first results
in this direction for decision tables with many-valued decisions were obtained
by (Chikalov et al., 2005).

In (Chikalov et al., 2005), it was proven that the result of the optimization
of decision trees relative to a strictly increasing cost function (for example,
the number of nodes or average depth) is the set of optimal trees and that
the result of the optimization of decision trees relative to an increasing cost
function (for example, depth) is a subset of the set of optimal trees. Here,
we introduce the notion of a strictly optimal decision tree. For each node
of such a tree, the subtree with its root in this node is optimal for the sub-
table corresponding to this node. We prove that the result of optimization
of decision trees relative to an increasing cost function is the set of strictly
optimal decision trees and, for a strictly increasing cost function, the set of
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optimal decision trees coincides with the set of strictly optimal decision trees.
Note that each strictly increasing cost function is an increasing cost function.
We now essentially have better understanding of dynamic programming al-
gorithms for the optimization of decision trees.

In this paper, we study the more realistic notion of a decision table with
many-valued decisions over an information system. As a result, we can prove
that the time complexity of the proposed algorithms for decision tables with
many-valued decisions over a restricted information system is polynomial
depending on the number of conditional attributes (not on the size of tables
as was proved by (Chikalov et al., 2005)).

We consider not only decision trees which are intensively studied in op-
erations research (Abellán & Masegosa, 2010; Frini et al., 2012; Muller &
Wiederhold, 2002) but also inhibitory trees, which are a new subject of in-
vestigation. In inhibitory trees, terminal nodes are labeled with expressions
of the “ 6= decision” kind. In this paper, we discuss some results that demon-
strated the advantages of inhibitory trees and rules (inhibitory rules were
studied earlier (Moshkov et al., 2008; Delimata et al., 2009)) over decision
ones. Inhibitory trees and rules sometimes can capture more information
from decision tables than decision trees and rules can. We prove that in-
stead of inhibitory trees for a decision table, we can study decision trees for
a decision table complementary to the initial one. As a result, we can gener-
alize the most part of the considered optimization techniques to the case of
inhibitory trees.

We can use multi-stage optimization as a tool for the study of totally
optimal decision trees (decision trees that are optimal relative to two or
more given cost functions simultaneously). Previously, the existence of such
trees was proven in rare cases using nontrivial techniques (for example, the
existence of decision trees for sorting six elements that are simultaneously op-
timal relative to depth, average depth, and number of nodes (Knuth, 1998)).
Using multi-stage optimization, we show that totally optimal decision and
inhibitory trees exist for many decision tables with many-valued decisions
obtained from data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Bache
& Lichman, 2013) by removal of some conditional attributes and for differ-
ent combinations of cost functions. These results are unpredictable. Totally
optimal trees can be useful in real-life applications.

Multi-stage optimization is the only experimental tool that can show the
existence of totally optimal trees for arbitrary number of cost functions. This
tool is efficient enough for medium-sized decision trees. In particular, for each
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of the decision tables used in our experiments, the time required for multi-
stage optimization of decision or inhibitory trees is at most 10 minutes. For
two cost functions, we can use our other tool - construction of the set of
Pareto optimal points. The totally optimal tree exists if and only if there is
only one Pareto optimal point. However, this tool is more complex.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
consider the algorithms for decision tree optimization and describe classes
of decision tables for which the considered algorithms have polynomial time
complexity depending on the number of conditional attributes in the in-
put decision table. In section 3, we discuss the problems of inhibitory tree
optimization and the difference between decision and inhibitory trees. In
section 4, we consider experimental results related to multi-stage optimiza-
tion of decision and inhibitory trees including the existence of totally optimal
trees. Section 5 contains short conclusions.

2. Optimization of decision trees

In this section, we consider the notions of a decision table with many-
valued decisions and a decision tree for such a table. We also describe al-
gorithm for constructing a directed acyclic graph representing such decision
trees and the algorithm for decision tree optimization. We explain how these
algorithms can be used for multi-stage optimization of decision trees rela-
tive to different cost functions and for the study of totally optimal decision
trees. We also describe classes of decision tables for which the considered
algorithms have polynomial time complexity depending on the number of
conditional attributes in the input decision table.

2.1. Decision tables with many-valued decisions

First, we consider the notion of a decision table with many-valued de-
cisions. A decision table with many-valued decisions is a rectangular table
T with n ≥ 1 columns filled with numbers from the set ω = {0, 1, 2, . . .}
of nonnegative integers. Columns of the table are labeled with conditional
attributes f1, . . . , fn. Rows of the table are pairwise different, and each row
r is labeled with a finite nonempty subset D(r) of ω, which is interpreted
as a set of decisions. Rows of the table are interpreted as tuples of values
of conditional attributes. We denote by Row(T ) the set of rows of T . Let
D(T ) =

⋃
r∈Row(T )D(r). An example of a decision table with many-valued

decisions T0 can be found in Fig. 1.
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T0 =

f1 f2 f3

r1 0 0 0 {1}
r2 0 1 1 {1,2}
r3 1 0 1 {1,3}
r4 1 1 0 {2,3}
r5 0 0 1 {2}

Figure 1: A decision table with many-valued decisions T0

We now consider the notion of the size of a decision table which is the
length of its description. A decision table can be represented by a word over
the alphabet {0, 1, ; , :, |} in which numbers from ω are in binary representa-
tion (are represented by words over the alphabet {0, 1}), the symbol “;” is
used to separate two numbers from ω, and the symbol “|” is used to separate
two rows (we add numbers from D(r) at the end of each row r and separate
these numbers from r by the symbol “:”). The length of this word will be
called the size of the decision table.

We now describe the notion of a degenerate decision table and some
parameters of decision tables. We denote by T the set of all decision tables
with many-valued decisions. Let T ∈ T . The decision table T is called empty
if it has no rows. The table T is called degenerate if it is empty or has a
common decision – a decision d ∈ D(T ) such that d ∈ D(r) for any row r
of T . We denote by dim(T ) the number of columns (conditional attributes)
in T . We denote by N(T ) the number of rows in the table T and, for any
d ∈ ω, we denote by Nd(T ) the number of rows r of T such that d ∈ D(r). By
mcd(T ), we denote the most common decision for T , which is the minimum
decision d0 from D(T ) such that Nd0(T ) = max{Nd(T ) : d ∈ D(T )}. If T is
empty, then mcd(T ) = 0.

For any conditional attribute fi ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}, we denote by E(T, fi)
the set of values of the attribute fi in the table T . We denote by E(T ) the
set of conditional attributes of T for which |E(T, fi)| ≥ 2. In other words,
E(T ) is the set of conditional attributes that are not constant on T . Let
range(T ) = max{|E(T, fi)| : i = 1, . . . , n}.

Let T be a nonempty decision table. A subtable of T is a table ob-
tained from T by removal of some rows. Let fi1 , . . . , fim ∈ {f1, . . . , fn} and
a1, . . . , am ∈ ω. We denote by T (fi1 , a1) . . . (fim , am) the subtable of the table
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T containing the rows from T , which at the intersection with the columns
fi1 , . . . , fim have numbers a1, . . . , am, respectively. Such nonempty subta-
bles, including the table T , are called separable subtables of T . We denote
by SEP (T ) the set of separable subtables of the table T . Separable subtables
of T can be considered as subproblems of an optimization problem given by
the table T . Separable subtables are nodes of the directed acyclic graph rep-
resenting decision trees. Figure 2 gives us an example of a separable subtable
T0(f1, 0)(f3, 1) of the table T0, which is degenerate.

T0(f1, 0)(f3, 1) =
f1 f2 f3

r2 0 1 1 {1,2}
r5 0 0 1 {2}

Figure 2: Example of a separable subtable of table T0

2.2. Directed acyclic graph ∆(T )

Let T be a nonempty decision table with n conditional attributes f1, . . . ,
fn. We now consider an algorithm A1 for the construction of a directed
acyclic graph ∆(T ) which will be used for the description and optimization
of decision trees. Nodes of this graph are some separable subtables of the
table T . During each iteration, we process one node. We start with the
graph that consists of one node T which is not processed and finish when
all nodes of the graph are processed. During each iteration, we check the
unprocessed node (subtable) Θ: if it is degenerate as described in 3.a, then
we stop partitioning the node; otherwise, as described in 3.b, we partition
the node and continue the process.

Algorithm A1

Input : A nonempty decision table T with conditional attributes f1, . . . , fn.
Output : Directed acyclic graph ∆(T ).

1. Construct the graph that consists of one node T which is not marked
as processed.
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2. If all nodes of the graph are processed, then the work of algorithm is
finished. Return the resulting graph as ∆(T ). Otherwise, choose a
node (table) Θ that has not been processed yet.

3. a. If Θ is degenerate, mark the node Θ as processed and proceed to
step 2.

b. If Θ is not degenerate, then for each fi ∈ E(Θ), draw a bundle
of edges from the node Θ (this bundle of edges will be called the
fi-bundle). Let E(Θ, fi) = {a1, . . . , ak}. Then, draw k edges from
Θ and label these edges with the pairs (fi, a1), . . . , (fi, ak). These
edges enter nodes Θ(fi, a1), . . . , Θ(fi, ak), respectively. If some
of the nodes Θ(fi, a1), . . . ,Θ(fi, ak) are not present in the graph,
then add these nodes to the graph. Mark the node Θ as processed
and return to step 2.

Let L(∆(T )) be the number of nodes in the graph ∆(T ). We now evaluate
the time complexity of algorithm A1.

Proposition 1. The time complexity of algorithm A1 is bounded from above
by a polynomial on the size of the input table T and the number |SEP (T )|
of different separable subtables of T .

Proof. It is easy to see that each step of algorithm A1 has polynomial time
complexity depending on the size of the table T and the number L(∆(T )).
The number of steps is O(L(∆(T ))). Therefore the time complexity of algo-
rithm A1 is bounded from above by a polynomial on the size of the input
table T and the number L(∆(T )). The number L(∆(T )) is bounded from
above by the number |SEP (T )|. �

A bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ) is a graph G obtained from
∆(T ) by removal of some bundles of edges such that each nonterminal node of
∆(T ) keeps at least one bundle of edges starting in this node. By definition,
∆(T ) is a bundle-intact subgraph of ∆(T ). A node Θ of the graph G is called
terminal if there are no edges starting in this node. The node Θ is terminal
if and only if Θ is degenerate. We denote by L(G) the number of nodes in
the graph G. We will obtain bundle-intact subgraphs of the graph ∆(T ) as
a result of the optimization of decision trees for T relative to different cost
functions.
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2.3. Decision trees

We now discuss the main notions connected with decision trees. Let T
be a decision table with n conditional attributes f1, . . . , fn.

A decision tree over T is a finite directed tree with root in which nonter-
minal nodes are labeled with attributes from the set {f1, . . . , fn}, terminal
nodes are labeled with numbers from ω, and, for each nonterminal node,
edges starting from this node are labeled with pairwise different numbers
from ω.

We now define the notion of a decision tree for T , which for a given row
r of T , should return a decision from the set D(r) attached to row r.

Let Γ be a decision tree over T and v be a node of Γ. We denote by
Γ(v) the subtree of Γ for which v is the root. Let Θ be a subtable of T ,
We define a subtable Θ(v) = ΘΓ(v) of the table Θ in the following way:
if v is the root of Γ, then Θ(v) = Θ. If v is not the root of Γ, then
Θ(v) = Θ(fi1 , a1) . . . (fim , am), where v1, e1, . . . , vm, em, vm+1 = v is the di-
rected path from the root of Γ to v in which nodes v1, . . . , vm are labeled
with attributes fi1 , . . . , fim and edges e1, . . . , em are labeled with numbers
a1, . . . , am, respectively.

A decision tree Γ over T is called a decision tree for T if, for any node v
of Γ,

• If T (v) is a degenerate table, then v is a terminal node labeled with
mcd(T (v)).

• If T (v) is not degenerate, then v is a nonterminal node, which is labeled
with an attribute fi ∈ E(T (v)) and, if E(T (v), fi) = {a1, . . . , at}, then t
edges start from the node v that are labeled with a1, . . . , at, respectively.

We denote by DT (T ) the set of decision trees for T .
For b ∈ ω, we denote by tree(b) the decision tree that contains only one

(terminal) node and the node is labeled with b.
Let fi ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}, a1, . . . , at be pairwise different numbers from ω,

and Γ1, . . . ,Γt be decision trees over T . By tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt), we
denote the following decision tree over T : the root of the tree is labeled with
fi, and t edges start from the root which are labeled with a1, . . . , at. These
edges enter the roots of decision trees Γ1, . . . ,Γt, respectively.

Let fi ∈ E(T ) and E(T, fi) = {a1, . . . , at}. We denote DT (T, fi) =
{tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt) : Γj ∈ DT (T (fi, aj)), j = 1, . . . , t}. The fol-
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lowing proposition clarifies the structure of the set DT (T ) of decision trees
for T .

Proposition 2. Let T be a decision table. Then, DT (T ) = {tree(mcd(T ))}
if T is degenerate, and DT (T ) =

⋃
fi∈E(T ) DT (T, fi) if T is nondegenerate.

Proof. Let T be degenerate. Then, tree(mcd(T )) is the only decision tree
for T . Let T be nondegenerate and Γ ∈ DT (T ). Then, by definition, Γ =
tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt), where fi ∈ E(T ) and {a1, . . . , at} = E(T, fi).
Since Γ ∈ DT (T ), we have Γj ∈ DT (T (fi, aj)) for j = 1, . . . , t. From
here it follows that Γ ∈ DT (T, fi) for fi ∈ E(T ). Therefore DT (T ) ⊆⋃
fi∈E(T ) DT (T, fi).

Let, for some fi ∈ E(T ), Γ ∈ DT (T, fi). Then,

Γ = tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt),

where {a1, . . . , at} = E(T, fi), and Γj ∈ DT (T (fi, aj)) for j = 1, . . . , t. Using
these facts, we can show that Γ ∈ DT (T ). Therefore

⋃
fi∈E(T ) DT (T, fi) ⊆

DT (T ). �

Let G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ). For each nontermi-
nal node Θ of the graph G, we denote by EG(Θ) the set of attributes fi from
E(Θ) such that fi-bundle of edges starts from Θ in G. For each terminal node
Θ, EG(Θ) = ∅. For each node Θ of the graph G, we define the set Tree(G,Θ)
of decision trees in the following way. If Θ is a terminal node of G (in this case
Θ is degenerate), then Tree(G,Θ) = {tree(mcd(Θ))}. Let Θ be a nontermi-
nal node of G (in this case, Θ is nondegenerate), fi ∈ EG(Θ), and E(Θ, fi) =
{a1, . . . , at}. We denote Tree(G,Θ, fi) = {tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt) :
Γj ∈ Tree(G,Θ(fi, aj)), j = 1, . . . , t}. Then,

Tree(G,Θ) =
⋃

fi∈EG(T )

Tree(G,Θ, fi).

The next statement shows that if G = ∆(T ), then for each node Θ of the
graph G, the set Tree(G,Θ) is equal to the set DT (Θ) of all decision trees
for Θ. This means that (in the node T ) the graph ∆(T ) describes the set of
all decision trees for T .

Proposition 3. Let T be a decision table. Then, for any node Θ of the
graph ∆(T ), the following equality holds: Tree(∆(T ),Θ) = DT (Θ).
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Proof. We prove this statement by induction on nodes of ∆(T ). Let Θ be a
terminal node of ∆(T ). Then, Tree(∆(T ),Θ) = {tree(mcd(Θ))} = DT (Θ).
Now let Θ be a nonterminal node of ∆(T ), and let us assume that, for
any fi ∈ E(Θ) and αj ∈ E(Θ, fi), Tree(∆(T ),Θ(fi, aj)) = DT (Θ(fi, aj)).
Then, for any fi ∈ E(Θ), we have Tree(∆(T ),Θ, fi) = DT (Θ, fi). Using
Proposition 2, we obtain Tree(∆(T ),Θ) = DT (Θ). �

We now discuss the notion of a cost function for decision trees. Let
R be the set of real numbers, R+ be the set of nonnegative real numbers,
and n be a natural number. We consider a partial order ≤ on the set Rn:
(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ (y1, . . . , yn) if x1 ≤ y1, . . . , xn ≤ yn. A function g : Rn

+ → R+

is called increasing if g(x) ≤ g(y) for any x, y ∈ Rn
+ such that x ≤ y. A

function g : Rn
+ → R+ is called strictly increasing if g(x) < g(y) for any

x, y ∈ Rn
+ such that x ≤ y and x 6= y. If g is strictly increasing, then

evidently, g is increasing. For example, max(x1, x2) is increasing and x1 +x2

is strictly increasing.
Let f(x1, x2) be a function from R2

+ to R+. We can extend f(x1, x2) to a
function with an arbitrary number of variables in the following way: f(x1) =
x1 and, if n > 2, then f(x1, . . . , xn) = f(f(x1, . . . , xn−1), xn). If f(x1, x2)
is increasing, then the function f(x1, . . . , xn) is increasing. If f(x1, x2) is
strictly increasing, then the function f(x1, . . . , xn) is strictly increasing.

A cost function for decision trees is the function ψ(T,Γ) which is defined
on pairs decision table T and a decision tree Γ for T , and has values from
R+. The function ψ is given by three functions, ψ0 : T → R+, F : R2

+ → R+

and w : T → R+.
The value of ψ(T,Γ) is defined by induction:

• If Γ = tree(mcd(T )), then ψ(T,Γ) = ψ0(T ).

• If Γ = tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt), then

ψ(T,Γ) = F (ψ(T (fi, a1),Γ1), . . . , ψ(T (fi, at),Γt)) + w(T ).

The cost function ψ is called increasing if F is an increasing function.
The cost function ψ is called strictly increasing if F is a strictly increasing
function.

We now consider examples of cost functions for decision trees. For each
of these cost functions, we give both “natural” and “inductive” definitions.
The latter will be used in the optimization algorithms.

12
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• Depth h(T,Γ) = h(Γ) of a decision tree Γ for a decision table T is the
maximum length of a path in Γ from the root to a terminal node. For
this cost function, ψ0(T ) = 0, F (x, y) = max(x, y), and w(T ) = 1.
This is an increasing cost function.

• Total path length tpl(T,Γ) of a decision tree Γ for a decision table T is
equal to

∑
r∈Row(T ) lΓ(r) where lΓ(r) is the length of a path in Γ from

the root to a terminal node v, such that the row r belongs to TΓ(v).
For this cost function, ψ0(T ) = 0, F (x, y) = x+ y, and w(T ) = N(T ).
This is a strictly increasing cost function. Let T be a nonempty decision
table. The value tpl(T,Γ)/N(T ) is the average depth havg(T,Γ) of a
decision tree Γ for a decision table T .

• Number of nodes L(T,Γ) = L(Γ) of a decision tree Γ for a decision table
T . For this cost function, ψ0(T ) = 1, F (x, y) = x + y, and w(T ) = 1.
This is a strictly increasing cost function.

• Number of nonterminal nodes Ln(T,Γ) = Ln(Γ) of a decision tree Γ for
a decision table T . For this cost function, ψ0(T ) = 0, F (x, y) = x+ y,
and w(T ) = 1. This is a strictly increasing cost function.

• Number of terminal nodes Lt(T,Γ) = Lt(Γ) of a decision tree Γ for a
decision table T . For this cost function, ψ0(T ) = 1, F (x, y) = x + y,
and w(T ) = 0. This is a strictly increasing cost function.

For each of the considered cost functions, corresponding functions ψ0(T )
and w(T ) have polynomial time complexity depending on the size of the
decision tables.

An example of a decision tree for the table T0 can be found in Fig. 3. If v
is the node labeled with the attribute f3, then subtable T0(v) corresponding
to the node v is equal to T0(f1, 0). The depth of the tree is 2, the average
depth is 8/5 = 1.6, the number of nodes is 5, the number of nonterminal
nodes is 2, and the number of terminal nodes is 3.

2.4. Procedure of decision tree optimization

We now discuss how to optimize decision trees represented by a bundle-
intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ) relative to a cost function for decision
trees. This subgraph can be obtained, for example, during the optimization
of decision trees relative to other cost functions.

13
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f1

3 f3

2 1

1 0

1 0

Figure 3: A decision tree for table T0

Let ψ be an increasing cost function for decision trees given by the triple
of functions ψ0, F and w, T be a decision table with n conditional attributes
f1, . . . , fn, and G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ).

Let Θ be a node of G, Γ ∈ Tree(G,Θ), and v be a node of Γ. One can
show that the decision tree Γ(v) belongs to the set Tree(G,ΘΓ(v)).

We consider not only optimal but also strictly optimal decision trees for
which each subtree is optimal for the corresponding subtable.

A decision tree Γ from Tree(G,Θ) is called an optimal decision tree for
Θ relative to ψ and G if ψ(Θ,Γ) = min{ψ(Θ,Γ′) : Γ′ ∈ Tree(G,Θ)}. A
decision tree Γ from Tree(G,Θ) is called a strictly optimal decision tree for
Θ relative to ψ and G if, for any node v of Γ, the decision tree Γ(v) is an
optimal decision tree for ΘΓ(v) relative to ψ and G.

We denote by Treeoptψ (G,Θ) the set of optimal decision trees for Θ rel-

ative to ψ and G. We denote by Trees−optψ (G,Θ) the set of strictly opti-

mal decision trees for Θ relative to ψ and G. Let Γ ∈ Treeoptψ (G,Θ) and

Γ = tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt). Then, Γ ∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ) if and only if

Γj ∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ(fi, aj)) for j = 1, . . . , t.
The following statement shows that, for a bundle-intact subgraph of the

initial directed acyclic graph and a strictly increasing cost function, the set
of optimal decision trees is equal to the set of strictly optimal decision trees.

Proposition 4. Let ψ be a strictly increasing cost function for decision trees,
T be a decision table, and G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ).
Then, for any node Θ of the graph G, Treeoptψ (G,Θ) = Trees−optψ (G,Θ).

Proof. It is clear that

Trees−optψ (G,Θ) ⊆ Treeoptψ (G,Θ).

Let Γ ∈ Treeoptψ (G,Θ) and let us assume that Γ /∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ). Then,

there is a node v of Γ such that Γ(v) /∈ Treeoptψ (G,ΘΓ(v)). Let Γ0 ∈

14
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Treeoptψ (G,ΘΓ(v)) and Γ′ be the decision tree obtained from Γ by replac-
ing Γ(v) with Γ0. One can show that Γ′ ∈ Tree(G,Θ). Since ψ is strictly
increasing and ψ(ΘΓ(v),Γ0) < ψ(ΘΓ(v),Γ(v)), we have ψ(Θ,Γ′) < ψ(Θ,Γ).
Therefore, Γ /∈ Treeoptψ (G,Θ) which is impossible. Thus, Treeoptψ (G,Θ) ⊆
Trees−optψ (G,Θ). �

We describe now an algorithm A2 (a procedure of optimization relative
to the cost function ψ). The algorithm A2 attaches to each node Θ of G
the number c(Θ) = min{ψ(Θ,Γ) : Γ ∈ Tree(G,Θ)} and, probably, removes
some fi-bundles of edges starting from nonterminal nodes of G. As a result,
we obtain a bundle-intact subgraph Gψ of the graph G. It is clear that Gψ

is also a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ). Later we will show that
the graph Gψ describes the set of strictly optimal decision trees for T relative
to ψ and G.

Algorithm A2

Input: A bundle-intact subgraph G of the graph ∆(T ) for some decision
table T , and an increasing cost function ψ for decision trees given by the
triple of functions ψ0, F and w.
Output: The bundle-intact subgraph Gψ of the graph G.

1. If all nodes of the graph G are processed, then return the obtained
graph as Gψ and finish the work of algorithm. Otherwise, choose a
node Θ of the graph G that is not yet processed and which is either a
terminal node of G or a nonterminal node of G for which all children
are processed.

2. If Θ is a terminal node, then set c(Θ) = ψ0(Θ), mark node Θ as
processed and proceed to step 1.

3. If Θ is a nonterminal node, then for each fi ∈ EG(Θ), compute the
value c(Θ, fi) = F (c(Θ(fi, a1)), . . . , c(Θ(fi, at))) + w(Θ), where

{a1, . . . , at} = E(Θ, fi)

and set c(Θ) = min{c(Θ, fi) : fi ∈ EG(Θ)}. Remove all fi-bundles of
edges starting from Θ for which c(Θ) < c(Θ, fi). Mark the node Θ as
processed and proceed to step 1.
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The following statement characterizes the time complexity of algorithm
A2.

Proposition 5. Let G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ) for
some decision table T with n conditional attributes and ψ be an increasing
cost function for decision trees given by the triple of functions ψ0, F and w.
Then, to construct the graph Gψ, algorithm A2 makes O(nL(G)range(T ))
elementary operations (computations of F , w, ψ0, comparisons, and addi-
tions).

Proof. In each terminal node of the graph G, algorithm A2 computes the
value of ψ0. In each nonterminal node of G, the algorithm A2 computes the
value of F (as the function with two variables) at most range(T )n times,
where range(T ) = max{|E(T, fi)| : i = 1, . . . , n}, and the value of w at most
n times, makes at most n additions and at most 2n comparisons. Therefore
algorithm A2 makes O(nL(G)range(T )) elementary operations. �

For any node Θ of the graph G and for any fi ∈ EG(Θ), we denote
ψG(Θ) = min{ψ(Θ,Γ) : Γ ∈ Tree(G,Θ)} and

ψG(Θ, fi) = min{ψ(Θ,Γ) : Γ ∈ Tree(G,Θ, fi)}.
The next statement will be used in the proof of algorithmA2’s correctness.

Lemma 6. Let G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ) for some
decision table T with n conditional attributes and ψ be an increasing cost
function for decision trees given by the triple of functions ψ0, F and w.
Then, for any node Θ of the graph G and for any attribute fi ∈ EG(Θ),
algorithm A2 computes values c(Θ) = ψG(Θ) and c(Θ, fi) = ψG(Θ, fi).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the nodes ofG. Let Θ be a ter-
minal node of G. Then, Tree(G,Θ) = {tree(mcd(Θ))} and ψG(Θ) = ψ0(Θ).
Therefore, c(Θ) = ψG(Θ). Since EG(Θ) = ∅, the considered statement holds
for Θ.

Let now Θ be a nonterminal node of G such that the considered state-
ment holds for each node Θ(fi, aj) with fi ∈ EG(Θ) and aj ∈ E(Θ, fi). By
definition, Tree(G,Θ) =

⋃
fi∈EG(Θ) Tree(G,Θ, fi) and, for each fi ∈ EG(Θ),

Tree(G,Θ, fi) = {tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt) :

Γj ∈ Tree(G,Θ(fi, aj)), j = 1, . . . , t},
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where {a1, . . . , at} = E(Θ, fi). Since ψ is an increasing cost function,

ψG(Θ, fi) = F (ψG(Θ(fi, a1)), . . . , ψG(Θ(fi, at))) + w(Θ),

where {a1, . . . , at} = E(Θ, fi). It is clear that ψG(Θ) = min{ψG(Θ, fi) :
fi ∈ EG(Θ)}. By the induction hypothesis, ψG(Θ(fi, aj)) = c(Θ(fi, aj)) for
each fi ∈ EG(Θ) and aj ∈ E(Θ, fi). Therefore, c(Θ, fi) = ψG(Θ, fi) for each
fi ∈ EG(Θ), and c(Θ) = ψG(Θ). �

Now we prove the correctness of algorithm A2.

Theorem 7. Let ψ be an increasing cost function for decision trees, T be a
decision table, and G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ). Then,
for any node Θ of the graph Gψ, the following equality holds: Tree(Gψ,Θ) =
Trees−optψ (G,Θ).

Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on nodes of Gψ. We use Lemma
6, which shows that, for any node Θ of the graph G and for any fi ∈ EG(Θ),
c(Θ) = ψG(Θ) and c(Θ, fi) = ψG(Θ, fi).

Let Θ be a terminal node of Gψ. Then, Tree(Gψ,Θ) = {tree(mcd(Θ))}.
It is clear that Tree(Gψ,Θ) = Trees−optψ (G,Θ). Therefore, the considered
statement holds for Θ.

Let Θ be a nonterminal node of Gψ such that the considered statement
holds for each node Θ(fi, aj) with fi ∈ EG(Θ) and aj ∈ E(Θ, fi). By defini-
tion,

Tree(Gψ,Θ) =
⋃

fi∈EGψ (Θ)

Tree(Gψ,Θ, fi)

and, for each fi ∈ EGψ(Θ), Tree(Gψ,Θ, fi) = {tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt) :
Γj ∈ Tree(Gψ,Θ(fi, aj)), j = 1, . . . , t}, where {a1, . . . , at} = E(Θ, fi).

We know that EGψ(Θ) = {fi : fi ∈ EG(Θ), ψG(Θ, fi) = ψG(Θ)}. Let fi ∈
EGψ(Θ) and Γ ∈ Tree(Gψ,Θ, fi). Then, Γ = tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt),
where {a1, . . . , at} = E(Θ, fi) and Γj ∈ Tree(Gψ,Θ(fi, aj)) for j = 1, . . . , t.
According to the induction hypothesis,

Tree(Gψ,Θ(fi, aj)) = Trees−optψ (G,Θ(fi, aj))

and Γj ∈ Trees−optψ (Gψ,Θ(fi, aj)) for j = 1, . . . , t. In particular,

ψ(Θ(fi, aj),Γj) = ψG(Θ(fi, aj))
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for j = 1, . . . , t. Since ψG(Θ, fi) = ψG(Θ), we have

F (ψG(Θ(fi, a1)), . . . , ψG(Θ(fi, at))) + w(Θ) = ψG(Θ)

and ψ(Θ,Γ) = ψG(Θ). Therefore, Γ ∈ Treeoptψ (G,Θ), Γ ∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ)

and Tree(Gψ,Θ) ⊆ Trees−optψ (G,Θ).

Let Γ ∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ). Since Θ is a nonterminal node, Γ can be rep-
resented in the form Γ = tree(fi, a1, . . . , at,Γ1, . . . ,Γt), where fi ∈ EG(Θ),
{a1, . . . , at} = E(Θ, fi), and Γj ∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ(fi, aj)) for j = 1, . . . , t.

Since Γ ∈ Trees−optψ (G,Θ), ψG(Θ, fi) = ψG(Θ) and fi ∈ EGψ(T ). According

to the induction hypothesis, Tree(Gψ,Θ(fi, aj)) = Trees−optψ (G,Θ(fi, aj)) for

j = 1, . . . , t. Therefore, Γ ∈ Tree(Gψ,Θ, fi) ⊆ Tree(Gψ,Θ). As a result, we
have Trees−optψ (G,Θ) ⊆ Tree(Gψ,Θ). �

If ψ is a strictly increasing cost function, then the graph Gψ describes the
set of optimal decision trees for T relative to ψ and G.

Corollary 8. Let ψ be a strictly increasing cost function, T be a decision
table, and G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(T ). Then, for any
node Θ of the graph Gψ, Tree(Gψ,Θ) = Treeoptψ (G,Θ).

This corollary follows immediately from Proposition 4 and Theorem 7.

2.5. Multi-stage optimization of decision trees

We now explain the possibilities of multi-stage optimization of decision
trees relative to a sequence of cost functions.

Let ψ1, . . . , ψt be cost functions and T be a decision table. For i = 1, . . . , t,
we define the set DTψ1,...,ψi(T ) of decision trees for T in the following way:
DTψ1(T ) is the set of all decision trees from DT (T ) that have minimum
cost relative to ψ1 among all trees from DT (T ). For i = 1, . . . , t − 1,
DTψ1,...,ψi+1(T ) is the set of all decision trees from DTψ1,...,ψi(T ) that have
minimum cost relative to ψi+1 among all trees from DTψ1,...,ψi(T ).

We describe now a procedure of multi-stage optimization of decision trees
for T relative to the sequence of cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt. We begin from
the graph G = ∆(T ) and apply to it the procedure of optimization relative
to the cost function ψ1 (algorithm A2). As a result, we obtain a bundle-
intact subgraph Gψ1 of the graph G. We apply to graph Gψ1 the procedure
of optimization relative to the cost function ψ2 and obtain a bundle-intact
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subgraph Gψ1,ψ2 of the graph G, etc. At the last step, we apply to graph
Gψ1,...,ψt−1 the procedure of optimization relative to the cost function ψt and
obtain a bundle-intact subgraph Gψ1,...,ψt of the graph G.

The following statement describes the results of multi-stage optimization
of decision trees.

Proposition 9. Let T be a decision table, G = ∆(T ), t ≥ 2, and let
ψ1, . . . , ψt be cost functions.

1. If ψ1, . . . , ψt are strictly increasing then, for i = 1, . . . , t,

Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ) = DTψ1,...,ψi(T ).

2. If ψ1, . . . , ψt−1 are strictly increasing and ψt is increasing, then

Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ) = DTψ1,...,ψi(T )

for i = 1, . . . , t− 1 and Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt , T ) ⊆ DTψ1,...,ψt(T ).

Proof. Let the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt be strictly increasing. We prove
by induction on i that Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ) = DTψ1,...,ψi(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t. By
Proposition 3, the set Tree(G, T ) is equal to the set DT (T ) of all decision
trees for T . Using Corollary 8, we obtain that the set Tree(Gψ1 , T ) coin-
cides with the set DTψ1(T ). Let the considered statement be true for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1}, i.e., Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ) = DTψ1,...,ψi(T ). By Corollary 8,
the set Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi+1 , T ) coincides with the set of all decision trees from
Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ) that have minimum cost relative to ψi+1 among all trees
from Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ). Using the inductive hypothesis, we obtain

Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi+1 , T ) = DTψ1,...,ψi+1(T ).

Therefore, the first statement of the considered proposition holds.
Let the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt−1 be strictly increasing and the cost

function ψt be increasing. We already proved that Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , T ) =
DTψ1,...,ψi(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t − 1. By Theorem 7, the set Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt , T )
coincides with the set Trees−optψt (Gψ1,...,ψt−1 , T ), which is a subset of the set of

all decision trees from Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt−1 , T ) that have minimum cost relative
to ψt among all trees from Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt−1 , T ) = DTψ1,...,ψt−1(T ). Therefore,
Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt , T ) ⊆ DTψ1,...,ψt(T ). �
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2.6. Totally optimal decision trees

We now discuss the notion of a totally optimal decision tree relative to
a number of cost functions. This is a decision tree that is simultaneously
optimal for each of the considered cost functions.

For a cost function ψ, we denote ψ(T ) = min{ψ(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ DT (T )}, i.e.,
ψ(T ) is the minimum cost of a decision tree for T relative to the cost function
ψ. Let ψ1, . . . , ψt be cost functions and t ≥ 2. A decision tree Γ for T is called
a totally optimal decision tree for T relative to the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt
if ψ1(T,Γ) = ψ1(T ), . . . , ψt(T,Γ) = ψt(T ), i.e., if Γ is simultaneously optimal
relative to ψ1, . . . , ψt.

Assume that ψ1, . . . , ψt−1 are strictly increasing cost functions and that
ψt is increasing or strictly increasing. We now describe how to recognize the
existence of a decision tree for T that is a totally optimal decision tree for T
relative to the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt.

First, we construct the graph G = ∆(T ) using algorithm A1. For i =
1, . . . , t, we apply to G the procedure of optimization relative to ψi (algo-
rithm A2). For i = 1, . . . , t, we obtain the graph Gψi and the number c(T )
attached to the node T of Gψi (see step 3 of algorithm A2). We denote this
number as ci(T ). Next, we apply to G the procedure of multi-stage opti-
mization of decision trees for T relative to the sequence of cost functions
ψ1, . . . , ψt. As a result, we obtain graphs Gψ1 , Gψ1,ψ2 , . . . , Gψ1,...,ψt and num-
bers attached to the node T of these graphs. For i = 1, . . . , t, we denote by
ϕi(T ) the number c(T ) attached to the node T of the graph Gψ1,...,ψi (see
step 3 of algorithm A2).

Proposition 10. Let T be a decision table, t ≥ 2, ψ1, . . . , ψt−1 be strictly
increasing cost functions, and let ψt be an increasing or strictly increasing
cost function. Then, a totally optimal decision tree for T relative to the cost
functions ψ1, . . . , ψt exists if and only if ϕi(T ) = ci(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t.

Proof. By Proposition 3, the set Tree(G, T ) is equal to the set DT (T ) of
all decision trees for T . From Lemma 6, it follows that, for i = 1, . . . , t,
ci(T ) = min{ψi(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ Tree(G, T )} = min{ψi(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ DT (T )} =
ψi(T ).

It is clear that ϕ1(T ) = c1(T ). From Lemma 6 and from Proposi-
tion 9, it follows that ϕi(T ) = min{ψi(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi−1 , T )} =
min{ψi(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ DTψ1,...,ψi−1(T )} for i = 2, . . . , t. From these equalities
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and Proposition 9, it follows that, for any decision tree Γ ∈ Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt , T ),
ψi(T,Γ) = ϕi(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t.

If ϕi(T ) = ci(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t, then for any Γ ∈ Tree(Gψ1,...,ψt , T ),
ψi(T,Γ) = ψi(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t, and Γ is a totally optimal decision tree for
T relative to the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt.

Let there exist a totally optimal decision tree Γ for T relative to the
cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψt. Then, ψi(T,Γ) = ψi(T ) = ci(T ) for i = 1, . . . , t.
We know that ϕ1(T ) = c1(T ). One can show that Γ ∈ DTψ1,...,ψi(T ) for
i = 1, . . . , t. Using Proposition 9, we obtain that ϕi(T ) = min{ψi(T,Γ) :
Γ ∈ Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi−1 , T )} = min{ψi(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ DTψ1,...,ψi−1(T )} = ci(T ) for
i = 2, . . . , t. �

2.7. Restricted information systems

We now describe classes of decision tables for which algorithms A1 and
A2 have polynomial time complexity depending on the number of conditional
attributes in the input table.

Let A be a nonempty set and let F be a nonempty set of non-constant
functions from A to Ek = {0, ..., k − 1}, k ≥ 2. Functions from F are called
attributes, and the pair U = (A,F ) is called a k-valued information system.

For arbitrary attributes f1, ..., fn ∈ F and a mapping ν which corre-
sponds to each tuple (δ1, ..., δn) ∈ En

k a nonempty subset ν(δ1, ..., δn) of the
set {0, ..., kn − 1} for which the cardinality is at most nk, we denote by
Tν(f1, ..., fn) the decision table with n conditional attributes f1, ..., fn. This
table contains the row (δ1, ..., δn) ∈ En

k if and only if the system of equations

{f1(x) = δ1, ..., fn(x) = δn} (1)

is compatible (has a solution from the set A). This row is labeled with the
set of decisions ν(δ1, ..., δn). The table Tν(f1, ..., fn) is called a decision table
over the information system U . We denote by T (U) the set of decision tables
over U .

Let us consider the function

SEPU(n) = max{|SEP (T )| : T ∈ T (U), dim(T ) ≤ n},

where dim(T ) is the number of conditional attributes in T , which character-
izes the maximum number of separable subtables depending on the number
of conditional attributes in decision tables over U .
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A system of equations of the kind (1) is called a system of equations over
U . Two systems of equations are called equivalent if they have the same set of
solutions from A. A compatible system of equations will be called irreducible
if each of its proper subsystems is not equivalent to the system. Let r be a
natural number. An information system U will be called r-restricted if each
irreducible system of equations over U consists of at most r equations. An
information system U will be called restricted if it is r-restricted for some
natural r.

Theorem 11. (Moshkov & Chikalov, 2000) Let U = (A,F ) be a k-valued
information system. Then, the following statements hold:

1. If U is an r-restricted information system, then SEPU(n) ≤ (nk)r + 1
for any natural n.

2. If U is not a restricted information system, then SEPU(n) ≥ 2n for
any natural n.

Let us consider a family of restricted information systems. Let d and t be
natural numbers, f1, . . . , ft be functions from Rd to R, and s be a function
from R to {0, 1} such that s(x) = 0 if x < 0 and s(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0. Then,
the 2-valued information system U = (Rd, F ) where F = {s(fi + c) : i =
1, . . . , t, c ∈ R} is a 2t-restricted information system.

If f1, . . . , ft are linear functions, then we deal with attributes correspond-
ing to t families of parallel hyperplanes in Rd which is usual for decision trees
for datasets with only t numerical attributes (Breiman et al., 1984).

We now consider a class of so-called linear information systems for which
all restricted systems are known. Let P be the set of all points in the plane
and let l be a straight line (line in short) in the plane. This line l divides
the plane into three parts: two open half-planes H1 and H2 and the line l.
Two attributes correspond to the line l. The first attribute takes the value
0 on points from H1, and value 1 on points from H2 and l. The second one
takes the value 0 on points from H2, and the value 1 on points from H1

and l. We denote by L the set of all attributes corresponding to lines in
the plane. We call information systems of the kind (P, F ), where F ⊆ L,
as linear information systems. We describe all restricted linear information
systems.

Let l be a line in the plane. Let us denote by L(l) the set of all attributes
corresponding to lines that are parallel to l. Let p be a point in the plane.
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We denote by L(p) the set of all attributes corresponding to lines that pass
through p. A set C of attributes from L is called a clone if C ⊆ L(l) for
some line l or C ⊆ L(p) for some point p.

Theorem 12. (Moshkov, 2007) A linear information system (P, F ) is re-
stricted if and only if F is the union of a finite number of clones.

We now evaluate the time complexity of algorithmsA1 andA2 for decision
tables over a restricted information system U . We begin from an auxiliary
statement.

Lemma 13. Let U be a restricted information system. Then, for decision
tables from T (U), both the size and the number of separable subtables are
bounded from above by polynomials on the number of conditional attributes.

Proof. Let U be a k-valued information system that is r-restricted. For
any decision table T ∈ T (U), each value of each conditional attribute is at
most k, the value of each decision is at most kdim(T ), the cardinality of each
set of decisions attached to rows of T is at most dim(T )k and, by Theorem
11, N(T ) ≤ |SEP (T )| ≤ (dim(T )k)r + 1. From here, it follows that the size
of the decision tables from T (U) is bounded from above by a polynomial on
the number of conditional attributes in the decision tables. By Theorem 11,
the number of separable subtables for decision tables from T (U) is bounded
from above by a polynomial on the number of conditional attributes in the
decision tables. �

We now evaluate the time complexity of algorithm A1 for decision tables
over a restricted information system.

Proposition 14. Let U be a restricted information system. Then, algorithm
A1 has polynomial time complexity for decision tables from T (U) depending
on the number of conditional attributes.

Proof. By Proposition 1, time complexity of algorithm A1 is bounded from
above by a polynomial on the size of the input table T and the number
|SEP (T )| of different separable subtables of T . From Lemma 13, it follows
that, for decision tables from T (U), both the size and the number of sepa-
rable subtables are bounded from above by polynomials on the number of
conditional attributes. �
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We assume that numerical operations max(x, y) and x+y have time com-
plexity O(1). This assumption is reasonable for computations with floating-
point numbers. Based on this assumption, we evaluate the time complexity
of algorithm A2 for the decision tables over a restricted information system.

Proposition 15. Let ψ ∈ {h, tpl, L, Ln, Lt} and U be a restricted informa-
tion system. Then, algorithm A2 has polynomial time complexity for the
decision tables from T (U) depending on the number of conditional attributes
in these tables.

Proof. Since ψ ∈ {h, tpl, L, Ln, Lt}, ψ0 is a constant, F is either max(x, y)
or x + y, and w is either a constant or N(T ). Therefore the elementary op-
erations used by algorithm A2 are either constants, or numerical operations
max(x, y) and x + y that have time complexity O(1), or computations of
the parameter N(T ) of the decision tables that have polynomial time com-
plexity depending on the size of the decision tables. From Proposition 5, it
follows that the number of elementary operations is bounded from above by
a polynomial depending on the size of input table T and on the number of
separable subtables of T . Using Lemma 13, we obtain that algorithm A2 has
polynomial time complexity for the decision tables from T (U) depending on
the number of conditional attributes in these tables. �

3. Optimization of inhibitory trees

We now consider the notion of inhibitory tree for a decision table with
many-valued decisions. We show that the study of inhibitory trees for a
decision table with many-valued decisions T can be reduced to the study
of decision trees for a decision table TC complementary to T . We consider
possibilities of multi-stage optimization of inhibitory trees including study
of totally optimal inhibitory trees. We also discuss some results showing
advantages of inhibitory trees and rules over decision ones.

3.1. Inhibitory trees

First, we consider notions connected with inhibitory trees, including the
notion of complementary decision table and some parameters of decision
tables. Let T be a nondegenerate decision table with n conditional attributes
f1, . . . , fn. We denote by TC complementary to T decision table obtained
from the table T by changing, for each row r ∈ Row(T ), the set D(r) with
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the set D(T )\D(r). The complementary table TC0 to T0 is depicted in Fig. 4.
When we consider complementary to T table TC or when we study inhibitory
trees for T , we assume that, for any row r of T , D(r) 6= D(T ).

TC0 =

f1 f2 f3

r1 0 0 0 {2,3}
r2 0 1 1 {3}
r3 1 0 1 {2}
r4 1 1 0 {1}
r5 0 0 1 {1,3}

Figure 4: A decision table with many-valued decisions TC
0 complementary to T0

Let Θ be a subtable of T . The subtable Θ is called incomplete relative
to T if D(Θ) ⊂ D(T ). By lcd(T,Θ) we denote the least common decision
for Θ relative to T , which is the minimum decision d0 from D(T ) such that
Nd0(Θ) = min{Nd(Θ) : d ∈ D(T )}.

We now consider the notions of an inhibitory tree over a decision table
and for a decision table.

An inhibitory tree over T is a finite directed tree with root in which
nonterminal nodes are labeled with attributes from the set {f1, . . . , fn}, ter-
minal nodes are labeled with expressions of the kind 6= t, t ∈ ω, and, for each
nonterminal node, edges starting from this node are labeled with pairwise
different numbers from ω.

Let Γ be an inhibitory tree over T and let v be a node of Γ. We denote
by Γ(v) the subtree of Γ for which v is the root. We now define a subtable
T (v) = TΓ(v) of the table T . If v is the root of Γ, then T (v) = T . Let v not be
the root of Γ and let v1, e1, . . . , vm, em, vm+1 = v be the directed path from the
root of Γ to v in which nodes v1, . . . , vm are labeled with attributes fi1 , . . . , fim
and edges e1, . . . , em are labeled with numbers a1, . . . , am, respectively. Then,
T (v) = T (fi1 , a1) . . . (fim , am).

An inhibitory tree Γ over T is called an inhibitory tree for T if, for any
node v of Γ,

• If T (v) is an incomplete subtable relative to T , then v is a terminal
node labeled with 6= lcd(T, T (v)).
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• If T (v) is not an incomplete subtable relative to T , then v is a non-
terminal node that is labeled with an attribute fi ∈ E(T (v)) and, if
E(T (v), fi) = {a1, . . . , at}, then t edges start from the node v that are
labeled with a1, . . . , at, respectively.

We denote by IT (T ) the set of inhibitory trees for T .
A cost function for inhibitory trees is a function ψ(T,Γ) that is defined

on pairs decision table T and an inhibitory tree Γ for T , and has values from
R+.

We now consider examples of cost functions for inhibitory trees:

• Depth h(T,Γ) = h(Γ) of an inhibitory tree Γ for a decision table T is
the maximum length of a path in Γ from the root to a terminal node.

• Total path length tpl(T,Γ) of an inhibitory tree Γ for a decision table T
is equal to

∑
r∈Row(T ) lΓ(r) where lΓ(r) is the length of a path in Γ from

the root to a terminal node v such that the row r belongs to TΓ(v).
Let T be a nonempty decision table. The value tpl(T,Γ)/N(T ) is the
average depth havg(T,Γ) of an inhibitory tree Γ for a decision table T .

• Number of nodes L(T,Γ) = L(Γ) of an inhibitory tree Γ for a decision
table T .

• Number of nonterminal nodes Ln(T,Γ) = Ln(Γ) of an inhibitory tree
Γ for a decision table T .

• Number of terminal nodes Lt(T,Γ) = Lt(Γ) of an inhibitory tree Γ for
a decision table T .

An example of an inhibitory tree for the table T0 can be found in Fig. 5.
The depth of the tree is 2, the average depth is 7/5 = 1.4, the number of
nodes is 5, the number of nonterminal nodes is 2, and the number of terminal
nodes is 3.

We now discuss relationships between inhibitory trees for a decision table
and decision trees for the complementary decision table.

Let Γ be a decision tree over TC . We denote by Γ− an inhibitory tree
over T obtained from Γ by changing expressions attached to terminal nodes:
if a terminal node in Γ is labeled with t, then the corresponding node in Γ−

is labeled with 6= t. Let B be a set of decision trees over TC . We denote
B− = {Γ− : Γ ∈ B}.
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f1

6= 3 f3

6= 1 6= 2

0 1

0 1

Figure 5: An inhibitory tree for table T0

Proposition 16. Let T be a nondegenerate decision table with attributes
f1, . . . , fn and Γ be a decision tree over TC. Then,

1. Γ ∈ DT (TC) if and only if Γ− ∈ IT (T );

2. If Γ ∈ DT (TC), then ψ(T,Γ−) = ψ(TC ,Γ) for any ψ ∈ {h, tpl, L, Ln,
Lt}.

Proof. Let v be a node of Γ (we keep the notation v for corresponding to
v node in Γ−). One can show that mcd(TCΓ (v)) = lcd(T, TΓ−(v)) and TCΓ (v)
is degenerate if and only if TΓ−(v) is an incomplete subtable relative to T .
It is clear that E(TCΓ (v), fi) = E(TΓ−(v), fi) for any fi ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}, and
E(TCΓ (v)) = E(TΓ−(v)). Using these facts, we obtain that Γ ∈ DT (TC) if
and only if Γ− ∈ IT (T ). If Γ ∈ DT (TC) and ψ ∈ {h, tpl, L, Ln, Lt}, then it
is easy to show that ψ(T,Γ−) = ψ(TC ,Γ). �

Corollary 17. Let T be a nondegenerate decision table. Then, IT (T ) =
DT (TC)−.

3.2. Multi-stage optimization of inhibitory trees

We now consider possibilities of optimization of inhibitory trees including
multi-stage optimization relative to a sequence of cost functions.

Let T be a nondegenerate decision table with n conditional attributes
f1, . . . , fn and let TC be the decision table complementary to T .

Let G be a bundle-intact subgraph of the graph ∆(TC). We correspond
to the node T of G a set Tree(G, TC) of decision trees for TC . If G = ∆(TC),
then by Proposition 3, the set Tree(G, TC) is equal to the set DT (TC) of all
decision trees for TC . In the general case, Tree(G, TC) ⊆ DT (TC).

Let us consider the set Tree(G, TC)−. From Corollary 17, it follows that
IT (T ) = DT (TC)−. Therefore, if G = ∆(TC), then Tree(G, TC)− = IT (T ).
In the general case, Tree(G, TC)− ⊆ DT (TC)− = IT (T ).
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In Section 2.4, algorithm A2 is considered which, for the graph G and in-
creasing cost function ψ for decision trees, constructs bundle-intact subgraph
Gψ of the graph G.

We begin from the study of optimization of inhibitory trees relative to a
cost function from the set {tpl, L, Ln, Lt}.

Proposition 18. Let T be a nondegenerate decision table, G be a bundle-
intact subgraph of the graph ∆(TC), and ψ ∈ {tpl, L, Ln, Lt}. Then the set
Tree(Gψ, TC)− is equal to the set of all inhibitory trees from Tree(G, TC)−

that have minimum cost relative to ψ among all inhibitory trees from the set
Tree(G, TC)−.

Proof. Since ψ ∈ {tpl, L, Ln, Lt}, ψ is strictly increasing and, by Corol-
lary 8, the set Tree(Gψ, TC) is equal to the set of all decision trees from
Tree(G, TC) that have minimum cost relative to ψ among all decision trees
from the set Tree(G, TC). From Proposition 16 it follows that, for any
Γ ∈ Tree(G, TC), ψ(TC ,Γ) = ψ(T,Γ−). Therefore, the set Tree(Gψ, TC)− is
equal to the set of all inhibitory trees from Tree(G, TC)− that have minimum
cost relative to ψ among all inhibitory trees from Tree(G, TC)−. �

We now consider possibilities of optimization of inhibitory trees relative
to the depth h.

Proposition 19. Let T be a nondegenerate decision table, G be a bundle-
intact subgraph of the graph ∆(TC), and ψ = h. Then, the set Tree(Gψ, TC)−

is a subset of the set of all inhibitory trees from Tree(G, TC)− that have
minimum cost relative to ψ among all inhibitory trees from Tree(G, TC)−.

Proof. By Theorem 7, the set Tree(Gψ, TC) is a subset of the set of all de-
cision trees from Tree(G, TC) that have minimum cost relative to ψ among
all decision trees from the set Tree(G, TC). From Proposition 16, it fol-
lows that, for any Γ ∈ Tree(G, TC), ψ(TC ,Γ) = ψ(T,Γ−). Therefore,
the set Tree(Gψ, TC)− is a subset of the set of all inhibitory trees from
Tree(G, TC)− that have minimum cost relative to ψ among all inhibitory
trees from Tree(G, TC)−. �

More accurate analysis of optimization relative to h can be done if we
consider the notion of a strictly optimal inhibitory tree.
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We can make multi-stage optimization of inhibitory trees relative to a
sequence of cost functions ψ1, ψ2, . . . from {h, tpl, L, Ln, Lt}. We begin from
the graph G = ∆(TC) and apply to it the optimization procedure relative
to the cost function ψ1 (Algorithm A2). As a result, we obtain a bundle-
intact subgraph Gψ1 of the graph G. We know that the set Tree(G, TC)−

is equal to the set IT (T ) of all inhibitory trees for T . If ψ1 6= h, then by
Proposition 18, the set Tree(Gψ1 , TC)− coincides with the set of all inhibitory
trees from Tree(G, TC)− that have minimum cost relative to ψ1 among all
trees from the set Tree(G, TC)−. Next, we apply to Gψ1 the procedure of
optimization relative to the cost function ψ2. As a result, we obtain a bundle-
intact subgraph Gψ1,ψ2 of the graph G. If ψ2 6= h, then by Proposition 18,
the set Tree(Gψ1,ψ2 , TC)− coincides with the set of all inhibitory trees from
Tree(Gψ1 , TC)− that have minimum cost relative to ψ2 among all trees from
Tree(Gψ1 , TC)−, etc.

If one of the cost functions ψi is equal to h, then by Proposition 19,
the set Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi , TC)− is a subset of the set of all inhibitory trees from
Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi−1 , TC)− that have minimum cost relative to h among all trees
from Tree(Gψ1,...,ψi−1 , TC)−.

3.3. Totally optimal inhibitory trees

We now discuss the notion of a totally optimal inhibitory tree relative to
a number of cost functions.

For a cost function ψ, we denote ψ−(T ) = min{ψ(T,Γ) : Γ ∈ IT (T )},
i.e., ψ−(T ) is the minimum cost of an inhibitory tree for T relative to the cost
function ψ. Let ψ1, . . . , ψm be the cost functions with m ≥ 2. An inhibitory
tree Γ for T is called a totally optimal inhibitory tree for T relative to the
cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψm if ψ1(T,Γ) = ψ−1 (T ), . . . , ψm(T,Γ) = ψ−m(T ), i.e., Γ
is simultaneously optimal relative to ψ1, . . . , ψm.

Proposition 20. Let T be a nondegenerate decision table, ψ1, . . . , ψm−1 ∈
{tpl, L, Ln, Lt}, and ψm ∈ {h, tpl, L, Ln, Lt}. Then, a totally optimal in-
hibitory tree for T relative to the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψm exists if and
only if a totally optimal decision tree for TC relative to the cost functions
ψ1, . . . , ψm exists.

Proof. The considered statement follows immediately from Proposition 16.
�
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We now describe how to recognize the existence of an inhibitory tree for T
that is a totally optimal inhibitory tree for T relative to the cost functions
ψ1, . . . , ψm.

First, we construct the graph G = ∆(TC) using the Algorithm A1. For
i = 1, . . . ,m, we apply to G the procedure of optimization relative to ψi
(the Algorithm A2). As a result, we obtain, for i = 1, . . . ,m, the graph
Gψi and the number ci(T

C) attached to the node TC of Gψi . Next, we se-
quentially apply to G the optimization procedures relative to the cost func-
tions ψ1, . . . , ψm. As a result, we obtain graphs Gψ1 , Gψ1,ψ2 , . . . , Gψ1,...,ψm

and numbers ϕ1(TC), ϕ2(TC), . . . , ϕm(TC) attached to the node TC of these
graphs. From Propositions 10 and 20, it follows that a totally optimal in-
hibitory tree for T relative to the cost functions ψ1, . . . , ψm exists if and only
if ϕi(T

C) = ci(T
C) for i = 1, . . . ,m.

3.4. Decision trees vs. inhibitory trees

In this and the next subsections, we consider two reasons why inhibitory
trees and rules can be more powerful tools than decision trees and rules in
data analysis.

Let us consider the decision table T1 depicted in Fig. 6 and the problem of
prediction of a decision value for a new object given by values of conditional
attributes f1 = 0 and f2 = 0. To solve this problem, we use decision and
inhibitory trees for T1.

It is clear that there is no decision tree for T1 the work of which, for a new
object given by values of conditional attributes f1 = 0 and f2 = 0, finishes
in a terminal node. This means that the decision trees will not give us any
information about decisions corresponding to this new object. However, the
inhibitory trees Γ1 and Γ2 for the decision table T1 (see Figs. 7 and 8) will
restrict the set of possible decisions to {2}. It is easy to see that there is no
inhibitory tree for T1 that returns 6= 2 for the new object.

T1 =

f1 f2

0 1 {1}
0 2 {2}
1 0 {2}
2 0 {3}

Figure 6: Decision table T1
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f1

6= 3 6= 1 6= 2

0 1 2

Figure 7: Inhibitory tree Γ1 for decision table T1

f2

6= 1 6= 2 6= 3

0 1 2

Figure 8: Inhibitory tree Γ2 for decision table T1

This example shows that the inhibitory trees can give us more information
that the decision trees about a decision table.

3.5. Deterministic association rules vs. inhibitory association rules

We now compare expressive possibilities of deterministic association rules
(usual association rules) and inhibitory association rules for information sys-
tems.

Let S = (U, F ) be an information system where U is a finite set of objects
and F is a finite set of attributes (functions defined on U). We consider both
deterministic and inhibitory association rules of the following form:

(f1 = a1) ∧ . . . ∧ (ft = at)→ ft+1 = at+1,

(f1 = a1) ∧ . . . ∧ (ft = at)→ ft+1 6= at+1,

where f1, . . . , ft+1 are attributes from F and a1, . . . , at+1 are values of these
attributes. We consider only true and realizable rules. True means that the
rule is true for any object from U . Realizable means that the left-hand side
of the rule is true for at least one object from U .

We assume that different objects from U have different tuples of values
of attributes from F , and we identify objects from U and tuples of values of
attributes from F on these objects. Let V be the set of all tuples of known
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values of attributes from F , i.e., V is the Cartesian product of ranges of
attributes from F . It is clear that U ⊆ V . We say that the set U can be
described by deterministic (inhibitory) rules if there exists a set P of true
and realizable deterministic (inhibitory) rules such that the set of objects
from V, for which all rules from P are true, coincides with U . In (Skowron &
Suraj, 1993; Suraj, 2001) it was shown that there exist information systems
S = (U, F ) such that the set U cannot be described by deterministic rules.
In (Moshkov et al., 2008; Delimata et al., 2009) it was shown that, for any
information system S = (U, F ), the set U can be described by inhibitory
rules.

The mentioned results show that the inhibitory association rules can give
us more information than the deterministic association rules about infor-
mation systems. These results can be extended to so-called deterministic
association trees (the analog of decision trees) and inhibitory association
trees (the analog of inhibitory trees) but this question should be considered
separately.

4. Experimental results

We conducted experiments to study the existence of totally optimal de-
cision and inhibitory trees relative to the depth, average depth, and number
of nodes. Instead of the investigation of inhibitory trees for a decision table
with many-valued decisions T , we studied decision trees for the table TC

complementary to T .

4.1. Decision tables used in experiments

We took data sets (decision tables) from UCI ML Repository (Bache &
Lichman, 2013) and removed one or more conditional attributes from them;
as a result, for some tables, there were multiple rows that had equal values
of conditional attributes but different decisions that were then merged into
a single row labeled with the set of decisions from the group of equal rows.
Before the experiment, we performed some preprocessing procedures. We
removed an attribute if it had a unique value for each row. We filled the
missing value for an attribute with the most common value for that attribute.

In Table 1, the first column ‘Decision table T ’ refers to the name of
the new decision table T (which we get after removing attributes from the
data set from UCI ML Repository); the second column ‘Original data set -
Columns’ refers to the name of the original data set along with the indexes
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Decision Original data Rows Attr |D(T )| Spectrum

table T set - Columns #1, #2, #3, ...

cars-1 cars 432 5 4 258, 161, 13
-1

flags-4 flags 176 22 6 168, 8
-1,2,3,19

flags-5 flags 177 21 6 166, 10, 1
-1,2,3,5,15

flags-3 flags 184 23 6 178, 6
-1,2,3

flags-1 flags 190 25 6 188, 2
-1

lymph-5 lymphography 122 13 4 113, 9
-1,13,14,15,18

lymph-4 lymphography 136 14 4 132, 4
-13,14,15,18

nursery-4 nursery 240 4 5 97, 96, 47
-1,5,6,7

nursery-1 nursery 4320 7 5 2858, 1460, 2
-1

poker-5a poker-hand 3324 5 10 128, 1877, 1115
-1,2,4,6,8 198, 5, 1

poker-5b poker-hand 3323 5 10 130, 1850, 1137
-2,3,4,6,8 199, 6, 1

poker-5c poker-hand 1024 5 10 0, 246, 444
-2,4,6,8,10 286, 44, 4

zoo-5 zoo-data 43 11 7 40, 1, 2
-2,6,8,9,13

zoo-4 zoo-data 44 12 7 40, 4
-2,9,13,14

zoo-2 zoo-data 46 14 7 44, 2
-6,13
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Table 2: Existence of totally optimal decision and inhibitory trees for two cost functions

Decision Has totally optimal
decision trees?

Has totally optimal
inhibitory trees?

table (havg, h) (L, h) (L, havg) (havg, h) (L, h) (L, havg)

cars-1 No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
flags-4 Yes No No Yes Yes No
flags-5 No No No Yes Yes No
flags-3 No No No Yes Yes No
flags-1 Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
lymph-5 No No No Yes Yes Yes
lymph-4 No No No Yes Yes Yes
nursery-4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
nursery-1 Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
poker-5a Yes Yes No Yes No No
poker-5b Yes Yes No Yes No No
poker-5c Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
zoo-5 No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
zoo-4 No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
zoo-2 No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

of attributes removed from the original data set; the column ‘Rows’ refers
to the number of rows; the column ‘Attr’ refers to the number of attributes;
the column ‘|D(T )|’ refers to the total number of decisions in T ; and the
column ‘Spectrum’ refers to a sequence #1, #2, #3, . . ., where #i means
the number of rows in T that are labeled with sets of decisions containing i
decisions.

4.2. Totally optimal trees relative to two cost functions

In Table 2, we show the results for the existence of totally optimal decision
and inhibitory trees relative to two cost functions. The results are grouped
according to the three pairs of cost functions: (average depth, depth), (num-
ber of nodes, depth), and (number of nodes, average depth).

For the decision trees, more than half of the considered decision tables do
not have totally optimal decision trees for each pair of cost functions. On the
other hand, for the inhibitory trees, we have totally optimal inhibitory trees
for all the decision tables for the pair (average depth, depth), for almost all
the decision tables except two cases for the pair (number of nodes, depth),
and for ten cases for the pair (number of nodes, average depth).
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Table 3: Existence of totally optimal decision trees for three cost functions

Decision Non-sequential Sequential Has totally optimal

table L havg h L havg h decision trees?

cars-1 28 1.96 4 28 2.06 4 No
flags-5 152 3.6 5 152 5.93 10 No
flags-4 149 3.73 6 149 6.7 11 No
flags-3 151 3.64 5 151 6.6 11 No
flags-1 112 2.77 5 112 3.9 7 No
lymph-5 56 3.65 5 56 4.72 9 No
lymph-4 67 3.73 5 67 4.79 7 No
nursery-4 9 1.33 2 9 1.33 2 Yes
nursery-1 117 2.127 7 117 2.134 7 No
poker-5a 230 2.62 4 230 2.63 4 No
poker-5b 226 2.529 5 226 2.531 5 No
poker-5c 69 2.33 5 69 2.33 5 Yes
zoo-5 17 2.77 4 17 2.77 6 No
zoo-4 23 3.34 5 23 3.41 7 No
zoo-2 13 2.72 4 13 2.72 5 No

4.3. Totally optimal trees relative to three cost functions

In Tables 3 and 4, we show the results of the experiments with multi-
stage optimization for the three cost functions L, havg, and h. We list first
the values of the cost functions for non-sequential, i.e., individual cost op-
timization. Then, we list the values of cost functions for sequential, i.e.,
multi-stage optimization. Then, we list whether or not the decision tables
have totally optimal trees. A totally optimal tree exists if and only if the val-
ues after non-sequential optimization are equal to the values after sequential
optimization.

We can see that, for the case of decision trees, there are only two decision
tables that have totally optimal trees. On the other hand, for the case of
inhibitory trees, there are ten decision tables that have totally optimal trees.
Moreover, the optimal inhibitory trees usually have smaller depth, average
depth and number of nodes compared to optimal decision trees.

5. Conclusions

We studied the optimization of decision and inhibitory trees for decision
tables with many-valued decisions. We created procedures to sequentially
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Table 4: Existence of totally optimal inhibitory trees for three cost functions

Decision Non-sequential Sequential Has totally optimal

table L havg h L havg h inhibitory trees?

cars-1 14 1.47 4 14 1.47 4 Yes
flags-5 17 1.9 3 17 2.43 3 No
flags-4 17 1.81 3 17 2.43 3 No
flags-3 17 1.83 3 17 2.45 3 No
flags-1 9 1 1 9 1 1 Yes
lymph-5 3 1 1 3 1 1 Yes
lymph-4 3 1 1 3 1 1 Yes
nursery-4 4 1 1 4 1 1 Yes
nursery-1 4 1 1 4 1 1 Yes
poker-5a 13 1 1 13 1.5 2 No
poker-5b 13 1 1 13 1.5 2 No
poker-5c 13 1.5 2 13 1.5 2 Yes
zoo-5 3 1 1 3 1 1 Yes
zoo-4 3 1 1 3 1 1 Yes
zoo-2 3 1 1 4 1 1 Yes

optimize cost functions and to find the existence of totally optimal decision
and inhibitory trees.

We found that the optimal inhibitory trees for the considered decision
tables have smaller values of cost functions compared to the optimal decision
trees for the same decision tables. Additionally, we found that totally optimal
inhibitory trees exist in more cases than totally optimal decision trees.

In the future, we are planning to study bi-criteria optimization of decision
trees for decision tables with many-valued decisions by constructing the set
of Pareto optimal points. The first results in this direction can be found
in (Azad et al., 2015a).
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